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ways: in his amazing disbelief in morality and justice as
laws of life, in his refusal to admit any ethical considerations,
in his willingness to sacrifice individuals^ " public^ order "—
i.e. to the welfare of a governing class—in his identification of
Providence with things as they are, in his hard, unloving views
of God. It may be that " to be attracted by Voltaire means
being unloved by God," but it does not seem to occur to
Maistre, or indeed to many divines of his ilk, that some people
would rather not be loved by the God of his imagination—or
prejudices—who has nothing in common with the God of the
Christian Gospels. Far from seeing in Maistre a religious
prophet we would rather see in him the forerunner of that
irreligious religion, of that atheistic Catholicism, of which
Maurras was to be the most conscious and deliberate champion,
but of which official Catholicism has never been without some
representative, as every Liberal or Democrat has known to his
cost. He was the founder of that most un-Christian method
of polemics of which Veuillot was to give so deplorable
an example: attacks on persons instead of arguments* " You
ask me," he wrote to M. de Place in 1818, " to have no
mercy on opinions, but to respect individuals; but this is
a typically French illusion. Nothing has really been done
against an opinion as long as the individual has not been
attacked, for it is the authority of individuals that upholds
opinions." *
Nor is this all. His attack on reason, his insistence on
obedience as a matter of sentiment, all this was really verging
on the " Fideist " heresy and Maistre was really opening the
way for Lamennais. As one of the most illustrious of his indirect
disciples, Auguste Comte, pointed out, there was an essential
contradiction in his mind: he tries to build up by rational
arguments the rejection of reason as the basis of society and
of the Church; he makes faith the centre of his system but
uses reason to establish faith.2
It would be easy to multiply arresting quotations  from
1	In Revue Bleue, March 1912.
2	Philosophie positive, iv., p. 28, quoted by Goyau, Ptiute re/igituse <lt
J'. de Maistre, p. 214.
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